The CHEASE code (Cubic Hermite Element Axisymmetric Static Equilibrium) solves the Grad-Shafranov equation for toroidal MHD equilibria using a Hermite bicubic finite element discretization with pressure, current profiles and plasma boundaries specified by analytical forms or sets of experimental data points. Moreover, CHEASE allows the automatic generation of pressure profiles marginally stable to ballooning modes or with a prescribed fraction of bootstrap current. The code provides equilibrium quantities for several stability and global wave propagation codes. 
Nature of the physical problem CHEASE [1] solves the Grad-Shafranov equation [2] [3] [4] for the MHD equilibrium of a Tokamak-like plasma with pressure and current profiles specified by analytic forms or sets of data points. Equilibria marginally stable to ballooning modes [5] or with a prescribed fraction of bootstrap current [6] [7] [8] can be computed. The code provides a mapping to magnetic flux coordinates, suitable for MHD stability calculations or global wave propagation studies. The code computes equilibrium quantities for the stability codes ERATO [9] , MARS [10] , PEST [11, 12] , NOVA-W [13] and XTOR [ 14] and for the global wave propagation codes LION [151 and PENN [16] .
Method of solution
The two-dimensional MHD equilibrium (Grad-Shafranov) equation is solved in variational form. The discretization uses a bicubic Hermite finite elements with continuous first order derivatives for the poloidal flux function qt. The nonlinearity of the problem is handled by a Picard iteration. The mapping to flux coordinates is carried out with a method which conserves the accuracy of the cubic finite elements.
Typical running time
Typical running times are given after the test run output.
Unusual features of the program
The code uses routines from the CRAY libsci.a program library. However, all these routines are included in the CHEASE package itself. If CHEASE computes equilibrium quantities for MARS with fast Fourier transforms, the NAG library is required. CHEASE is written in standard FORTRAN-77, except for the use of the input facility NAMELIST. CHEASE uses variable names with up to 8 characters, and therefore violates the ANSI standard. CHEASE transfers plot quantities through an external disk file to a plot program named PCHEASE using the UNIRAS or the NCAR plot package. 
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Introduction
An accurate reconstruction of toroidal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) equilibria is essential for the study of tokamak plasmas, in particular for understanding their stability or the propagation of electromagnetic waves. For this purpose, a fast, accurate and versatile equilibrium code is required, and this was the motivation for constructing the toroidal MHD equilibrium solver CHEASE [ 1 ] . This code is now extensively used in many laboratories. In Ref. [ 1 ] the good convergence properties of CHEASE due to the bicubic Hermite finite element discretization were reported. The object of this paper is a more complete documentation of the current version of CHEASE, including several extensions from the early version [ 1 ] .
CHEASE now includes several ways of specifying the equilibrium profiles for current and pressure. It also allows automatic generation of pressure profiles marginally stable to ballooning modes [ 5] (localized pressure driven instabilities with high toroidal mode number n). The pressure profile can also be adjusted to generate equilibria with a prescribed profile of bootstrap current [6] [7] [8] (current along the magnetic field lines caused by the equilibrium pressure gradient). The present version of CHEASE supplies equilibrium quantities for the MHD stability codes ERATO [9] and MARS [10] (as documented in Ref. [1] ), and also for the stability codes PEST [11, 12] , NOVA-W [13] and XTOR [ 14] , and the wave propagation codes LION [ 15] and PENN [ 16] . The PENN code requires equilibrium quantities with continuous second derivatives, one order higher than what is provided by the bicubic Hermite finite elements used in CHEASE. The desired smoothness of the equilibrium is obtained by a bicubic spline interpolation of the bicubic Hermite element solution.
CHEASE has been modified to deal with equilibria having up-down asymmetric cross sections. This option is essential because many tokamaks, including JET (Joint European Torus) [18] and the planned ITER (International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor) [ 19] operate in single-null divertor mode, thus generating equilibria with a magnetic separatrix and an X-point at the bottom of the cross section. The input to CHEASE, the plasma boundary and the equilibrium profiles, can be prescribed by functional forms or by sets of points. The latter option is used for the reconstruction of experimental equilibria.
The toroidal MHD equilibrium problem
General equations
The MHD equilibrium equations read
where B denotes the magnetic field, J the current density and p the plasma pressure, which is assumed to be isotropic. In axisymmetric geometry, the magnetic field can be represented as
where ~b is the ignorable toroidal angle (see Fig. I ) and ~ is the poloidal magnetic flux function. In the following only static MHD equilibria are considered, and for these, the pressure p and the poloidal current flux function T are functions of gt only. Substituting Eq. 
where je denotes the toroidal plasma current density, R the major radius of the torus and prime the derivative with respect to 9". The nature of the equilibria (i.e. tokamak, reversed field pinch, etc.) is determined by the two free functions p,(gt) and TT'(~).
In the following the plasma cross section 12 is assumed to be known. Thus, we restrict consideration of Eq. (3) to the fixed boundary case with 9 t = 0 at the plasma edge 6/2. In CHEASE, the shape of 61"2 is rather arbitrary, and its prescription is described in Section 6.4.1. Furthermore, only cases with a single magnetic axis (where x79' = 0) are considered. It is also assumed that g' < 0 everywhere inside the plasma and that the total plasma current I = /j¢ dS 19 (4) is positive.
For the solution of the equilibrium equation (3), CHEASE transforms the plasma cross section /2 in Fig 
(5)
The variational form of Eq. (3) is discretized using bicubic Hermite finite elements. The nonlinear discretized system is solved by a Picard iteration (see Section 5.2). Here, we only point out that the equilibrium is computed in two steps. First a solution is generated on a coarse grid with a polar mesh centred at the geometrical midpoint (R0,0) of the cross section. (The coordinate system is shifted so that Z0 = 0.) Then the grid is refined and the origin of the polar coordinates (Rc, Zc) is moved to the magnetic axis (Rmag, Zmag) of the coarse solution. This is done to facilitate the subsequent mapping to flux coordinates.
Specification of the two free functions in the Grad-Shafranov equation
There are many different ways of defining the two free functions p~(g') and 7T~(g ") in Eq. (3). For example, early stability optimizations were made by specifying p~(gt) and TU(g,) independently [20] . However, this method makes it difficult to control equilibrium quantities such as the safety factor
qt=const.
or the current density profile. The specification of a suitable averaged current density profile instead of the TTt(~ ") profile solves this problem [21, 22] . In CHEASE, equilibrium profiles are given as functions of s, which denotes a function of the normalized poloidal flux (~-~eage)/(1/'0-g%dge), where gt0 and ~edge are the flux at the magnetic axis and at the plasma boundary, respectively. Two profiles need to be specified to define an equilibrium, roughly speaking one for the pressure p~ = dp/dqs and one for the current. The present version of CHEASE can treat three different options for specifying the current profile. Profiles can be prescribed for either of
• the surface averaged current density,
• the averaged parallel current density,
Here,
s---const.
are surface integrals. The toroidal current density in Eq. (3) can be expressed as
if I*(s) is specified and
where
if III (s) is prescribed. If the I* or the 111 profile is specified, the integrals (9) are evaluated for a given set of s values, and interpolated with cubic spline functions for the calculation of j~. This requires a mapping of the equilibrium solution into flux coordinates (s(g t), X, ~b), where X is a generalized poloidal angle (see Section 3). In that case the Grad-Shafranov equation is solved by two nested Picard iterations: one inner loop to solve for qt where j~ is computed from (10) or (11) with fixed surface integrals (9) and one outer loop iterating on the integrals. These are the two innermost loops in Fig. 2 
Transformation of the equilibrium
A single solution of the Grad-Shafranov equation (3) can be rescaled to generate a whole sequence of equilibria with fixed poloidal beta and internal inductance, but with different plasma current, rotational transform and toroidal beta (see Section 5.3). In CHEASE these transformations allow the generation of equilibria with prescribed values of either the total current (4) or of the safety factor (6) at some arbitrary flux surface 'b'q, and simultaneously with a specified value of T at a given flux surface '/'r.
After these transformations, all relevant physical quantities characterizing the equilibrium are computed. [14] , and for the global wave propagation codes LION [15] and PENN [ 16] . All these codes use a flux coordinate system (s, X, ¢), where the radial coordinate s is defined as /I odgo: s -s(~e) = Wl~,o~ge -~,01 (12) 'P" is the solution of Eq. (3), X is a generalized poloidal angle and ¢ is the geometrical toroidal angle. The nonzero terms of the contravariant metric tensor of these coordinates are Fusion beta /~* -2/p2)I/2 B2
Flux surface quantities Volume of 9, = const. / 2~-Generalized radius of 9, = const.
Toroidal current within 9" = const.
Poloidal beta on 9" = const.
Global shear on 9" = const.
~(9,) = ._e__aq (9,) q(V,') dp gll = iWel ~, g12 = g2, _-osv, e. vx -
The covariant metric tensor gij = (g/J) -1 is obtained by inverting Eq. (13) . In ERATO, MARS, LION, NOVA-W and PEST, the angular variable X is specified by the choice of the Jacobian J = [ (Vq: x XTX). V~b] -l of the mapping from (~', X, ~b) space to Cartesian coordinates. In CHEASE, J can have the functional form
where a and/z are integers. C(9') is determined by demanding that X increases by 27r per poloidal turn. The generalized poloidal angle X and the nonorthogonality fl~'x can be expressed in the equilibrium coordinates
For completeness, a derivation of (15) is given in Appendix A. The subscript n in (15) stands for the normal derivative with respect to ~', j+ is defined by Eq. (3) and C'(~) is computed from the periodicity condition /3~x(0) = fl~x(2rr). In CHEASE the generalized poloidal angle 2' and the nonorthogonality fl~x in Eq. (15), the safety factor q (6) and the four integrals (9) are computed by Gauss integrations (see Ref. [1 ] , Section 4.1 ) that preserve the convergence rate of the cubic Hermite elements. Section 5.4 gives a list of the Equilibrium Quantities (EQ's) required by the different stability and wave propagation codes, together with the method of computation.
Automatic generation of pressure profiles
CHEASE contains options for automatic generation of pressure profiles to either of the following two criteria: • a profile marginally stable to ballooning modes (ballooning optimization, or BO) ; • a pressure profile giving a certain profle of bootstrap current (specification of bootstrap current, or SBC). To arrive at reasonable equilibria, it is usually preferable to specify the current profile by the 1" or IIr options.
Ballooning, ideal and resistive interchange criteria
Ballooning modes are internal toroidal pressure-driven modes [5] . In the limit of an infinite toroidal mode number n, their potential energy reads ( [23] , Chapter 10.5.3)
--OO where sCr is the radial component of the displacement vector, and X is a generalized poloidal angle extending from -oo to +oo. For ballooning stability, 6)4)p must be positive definite on every flux surface. The quantities appearing in (16) are [5] 1 ( iVg*[ 4 2~
g in Eq. (17) is evaluated in CHEASE with straight fieldline coordinates characterized by J = qR2/T [ 11, 12] . Thus, g reads 
Resistive 
TPt( Js(J4+T2JI)) j6 + T2j 4
The primes in Eqs. (18), (19) , (21) qt=const.
and Appendix B.2 details about the numerical evaluation of the Mercier criterion. It is well known that ballooning stability is a more restrictive condition than Mercier stability. However, for practical reasons, ballooning stability is computed by truncating the integration in (16) to a finite number of turns in 0. As a consequence the test for ballooning stability may fail to detect unstable, so-called weakly ballooning modes, which occur for low shear. However, this type of instability is detected by the Mercier criterion. Therefore, to ensure local ideal stability, it is standard practice to use a rather moderate integration interval in 0 for ballooning, say 10 x 2zr and also to check for Mercier stability.
Formula for the bootstrap current
In tokamaks, the toroidal current may be generated by applying a toroidal electric field induced by a time-varying magnetic flux down the center column (Ohmic current), or by means of radiofrequency waves (RF current) or of neutral particle beam injection (NBI), which both affect the particle distributions. In addition to these externally generated currents, there is the "bootstrap current" [6] [7] [8] that is generated by the pressure gradient of the plasma (if the collisionality is sufficiently low). In "advanced tokamak" scenarios, a large fraction of the current comes from the bootstrap effect. For such applications it is useful to be able to specify the bootstrap current profile. In CHEASE the bootstrap current is computed using the formulas given by Hirshman [ 8 ] O(x) = 1.414Zi + Z 2 + x(0.754 + 2.657Zi + 2Z 2) + x2(0.348 + 1.243Zi + ZT), (24) I -fc : ydy
The brackets (...) denote the flux surface average f~=const. circulating particles on a flux surface.
(25)
• " Jdx/f~=const. J dx and fc is the fraction of
Method of solution
Except in regions of weak or negative shear, the normal inward pressure gradient destabilizes ballooning modes. Furthermore, the bootstrap current (23) is proportional to p~. Therefore, for a given current profile (whether it is specified by 7T ~, I* or III), the pressure profile can be adjusted in such a manner that the equilibrium is (a) marginally stable to ballooning modes or (b) the fraction of the parallel current driven by bootstrap is a prescribed function of the radial coordinate s. As shown in Fig. 2 , CHEASE accomplishes this by adding a loop of iteration for the pressure profile, external to the two loops for solving the Grad-Shafranov equation with given pressure and current profiles. The pressure profile at iteration step k + 1 is generated from the pressure profile of iteration step k by different algorithms for the ballooning optimization and the specification of the bootstrap current profile. Further information about these algorithms is given in Section 5.5.
Organization of CHEASE
The computations in CHEASE are directed by the subroutine STEPON and can be subdivided into the solution of the Grad-Shafranov equation, described in Section 5.2, and the mapping to flux coordinates for different codes, described in Section 5.4. Before the mapping, the equilibrium is scaled according to the scaling laws presented in Section 5.3.
Input files and initializations
The different steps in solving the Grad-Shafranov equation (3) are shown in the flow diagram of Fig. 2 . The code starts by setting the default cases in subroutine PRESET and by reading the Namelist variables from input channel 5. The default case is the first of the test cases presented in [ 1 ] . For an equilibrium reconstructed with experimental data, equilibrium profiles and a set of boundary coordinates are read in subroutine AUXVAL from file EXPEQ or EQDSK. This operation is described in Sections 6.4.1 and 6.4.2.
The equilibrium is first computed on a coarse grid centred at (R0,0) and then on a refined grid centred at the magnetic axis of" the previous equilibrium. The shift of the grid centre makes it easy to trace the constant-# surfaces closest to the magnetic axis (which are required to surround the grid centre after the shift). The size of the coarse equilibrium mesh is prescribed in subroutine EQDIM. Good results are obtained with N~ = No = 24 for that grid. (However, if a very dense radial stability mesh is required close to the magnetic axis, or an equilibrium with a complex plasma boundary shape is computed, it may be necessary to increase the dimensions of the "coarse" mesh.)
The Picard iteration is initialized in subroutine GUESS by using a paraboloid centred at (R0,0) for the poloidal flux function. If the current density j~ is computed using Eq. ( 11 ), the T profile is initialized to 1 for the first iteration over the integrals (9 12 12 (26) where to is an arbitrary weighting function from the same function space as 9 t. Eq. (26) is solved numerically in the standard manner of the finite element method by expanding 9 t in Hermite bicubics on the rectangular grid (o-, O) [28, 29] . The unknowns of the discretized equilibrium problem are the values of the function ~', its first derivatives o~/ao and O~I'/aO and the mixed second derivative a2~/ao-OO, all at the nodes of the mesh.
The integrals in Eq. (26) are carded out numerically using Gaussian quadrature. The nonlinear equation (26) is solved by Picard iteration, i.e. the source term for the (k + 1)th iteration is computed from the solution of the kth iteration, f lvto.X7 k+ldS=-f toj ( 'k) dS. 12 12 (27) The Picard iteration is interrupted when
II k+l -kll < (28)
where e is a predefined number. The norm used in Eq. (28) is Ilull = [,f12u 2 dS] 1/2.
Boundary conditions
As mentioned in Section 2. (3O)
Implementation into CHEASE
The construction and the decomposition of the left-hand side of the variational form (26) is required only once per discretization mesh. The corresponding matrix is built in subroutine SETUPA, and the boundary conditions are imposed in subroutine LIMITA. The resulting band matrix A is symmetric positive definite, and therefore only the upper half-band needs to be stored. The numbering of the Oj, j = 1 ..... No grid is alternative up-down in CHEASE, which reduces the memory requirement for the storage of A by about a factor 2 as compared to a clockwise numbering. This numbering is related to an inverse clockwise numbering i by
The matrix elements are localized vertically by an index array which is computed once per discretization mesh in subroutine INITIA, and horizontally by a statement function defined in the include file BNDIND.inc. The matrix is decomposed into LDU, where D is diagonal and L t fills the upper half-band of A in subroutine ALDLT by a standard Gauss-Seidel algorithm.
The vector corresponding to the right-hand side of the variational form (26) is computed in subroutine SETUPB, and the boundary conditions are imposed in subroutine LIMITB. The calculation of the source term j~ is performed in subroutine CURENT, whatever option is chosen for its specification (see Section 2.2). If the current density is given in terms of I*(s) or Ill(S), the integrals (9) required at the Gaussian quadrature points for the integration of Eq. (26) are obtained by cubic spline interpolations on a prescribed set of s-values. The computation of the 4 integrals at these s-values is performed in subroutine PROHL. In this subroutine, first the constant-~ surfaces are determined in terms of the equilibrium coordinates (o-, O) in subroutine ISOHND, and next, the integrals (9) are computed by Gaussian quadrature along these surfaces in subroutine CINT. The integration is done with a method described in Ref. [ 1 ] , Section 4.1 which preserves the accuracy of the bicubic finite element solution.
As discussed in Section 2.2, the nonlinearity of the Grad-Shafranov equation (3) is solved by two nested Picard iterations. For the inner loop lead by subroutine NONLIN, the integrals (9) are held fixed until convergence. Then, the integrals (9) are reevaluated from the new equilibrium solution. This requires a mapping of the equilibrium into flux coordinates. The iterations for the integrals (9) is directed by subroutine ITIPR, and the process stops when (i) Eq. (28) is satisfied.
(
in eq. (9) and l labels the iteration loop over the integrals. The iterations over qs in Eq. (27) only require forward and backward substitutions on the right-hand side of the variational form (26) as long as the discretization grid remains unchanged. These operations are executed in subroutine SOLVIT.
Scaling of the equilibrium
There are two transformation rules that can be used to generate families of solutions to the Grad-Shafranov equation starting from a single solution. The first is a rescaling, aft'new = alaD'old , Tnew = alTold, pnew = a2pold • 231 (32) and the second is a shift of T 2,
with 9" and p unchanged. These transformations leave the pressure and toroidal current profiles (as well as the poloidal beta and internal inductance) unchanged and are applied to generate equilibria satisfying normalization conditions with regard to the plasma current. These operations are carried out in the subroutine NOREPT by two different methods:
• The total plasma current is specified. This is accomplished by first applying the scaling (32) with al = lspec/lold and then shifting T 2 using (33) with a2 = Ts2pec(qtr) -T2(qtr), where T denotes the value after rescaling.
• The safety factor q is prescribed at a chosen value for the normalized flux function ~q. In this case, T 2 is first 2 2 shifted by (33) where T denotes the value after the shift. For equilibria with prescribed Tf' or I* profiles for the definition of the source term je in Section 2.2, these operations are applied to the converged equilibrium solution of Eq. (27) . However, if the current density is given in terms of III by Eq. (11), a shift of T modifies the profile for j~ (9'), contrary to the other current profile definitions. Unlike the equilibria with given TT' or I* profiles, the coefficients defining III in Section 6.4.2 must be adjusted iteratively so that the converged equilibrium satisfies q(qtq) = qspec and T(~r) = Tspec.
Numerical tests have shown that optimal convergence properties are obtained when the scaling is executed once at every iteration over the p' profile if a ballooning optimized equilibrium or an equilibrium with specified bootstrap current is computed, and once after every iteration over the flux surface integrals (9) otherwise. In order to provide a good initial guess, III is first scaled in subroutine GUESS by a factor 2/qspeelll (0).
Mappings for global mode codes
After scaling (Section 5.3), the equilibrium is mapped into flux coordinates, as used by the stability and wave codes. The code for which CHEASE produces EQ's is selected by means of the Namelist parameter NIDEAL as follows: The different mappings have a common core, which consists of first tracing the constant-'/' surfaces, and second computing flux surface integrals such as Eq. (6) or Eq. (15) . The flux surfaces are traced in the subroutine ISOFIND, which computes the (o',8) coordinates for the intersections of the constant-q' surfaces with the equilibrium discretization mesh and for the Gaussian quadrature points along the constant-q t surfaces, used for the flux surface integrations. For every intersection, a cubic equation has to be solved, and performance tests have shown that numerical evaluation of the roots by a bissection method is much cheaper in terms of cpu consumption than using the analytical Cardan formulas. Moreover, X and/~'x are computed at the intersections of the constant-~t ' surfaces with the equilibrium discretization mesh (o', 8) in that subroutine. As shown by Eq. (15) the generalized poloidal angle X is determined by specifying the Jacobian J (14). 
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ERATO and LION
The EQ's for the linear ideal MHD code ERATO [9] and the wave propagation code LION [15] are identical, and are given in Ref. [ 1] , Appendix C1, Table 2 . For both codes, all distances and profiles must be rescaled so that Rmag = 1 and Tmag = 1 (see Section 6.4.4). Therefore, the equilibrium is first rescaled according to the rules in Section 5.3. Subsequently, the magnetic fields and spatial scales are redefined as follows: (34) before computing the EQ's.
ERATO and LION require EQ's on a (~, X) mesh. This x-mesh is not the same as the X(tr, 0)-values computed in subroutine SURFACE. The (tr, 0) coordinates of the (~, X) nodes used for computing the EQ's are calculated in subroutine CHIPSI by cubic spline interpolations of the X(tr, 0) and the fl~,x(tr, O) values obtained from subroutine SURFACE along a constant-~ surface. Then, every EQ required by ERATO or LION is computed in terms of the equilibrium coordinates (tr, 0) in subroutine ERDATA. The (X, gr) mesh is also used for the evaluation of the ballooning stability criterion (16) and quantities for plot files, such as the local shear and the magnetic field-line curvature.
MARS
The resistive MHD linear stability code MARS [ I0] uses Fourier expansion in the poloidal direction, and a radial discretization with piecewise linear and constant functions [30] . No specific scaling of the equilibrium is necessary for MARS (although the standard prescription is to set R0 = 1 and T = 1 in the vacuum). The EQ's used by this code are Fourier transforms in X of quantifies defined at constant-W surfaces, at both integer and half-integer meshes. They are presented in Ref. [ 1 ] , Table 3 . A more recent version of MARS (including resistive walls) also requires geometrical quantities in the vacuum region surrounding the plasma. For completeness, these quantities are documented in Table 2 . The vacuum mesh (s; X; ~b) for MARS is defined so that R = Rvc + s ( Rv -Rye) , 
where (Rv; Zv) are the Cartesian coordinates of the (s; X) nodes at the plasma surface and (Rye; 7-.re) is the centre of the vacuum mesh. Therefore, the Jacobian of the transformation from the (s; X; ~b) space to Cartesian coordinates in the vacuum is given by Table 2 and Ref. [1] , Table 3 are first calculated at a set of points in subroutine GIJLIN, and eventually Fourier transformed in subroutine FOURIER if NFFTOPT = 0 or FOURFFT if NFFTOPT = 1. Similarly, the vacuum EQ's in Table 2 are computed and Fourier transformed in subroutine VACUUM or VACUFFT depending on the choice for NFFTOPT.
NOVA-W and PEST
The stability codes NOVA-W and PEST require EQ's at both the integer and the half-integer s and X meshes. The integer grids are indexed st and Xk in Table 3 , whereas the half-integer grids are labeled S~+l/2 and Xk+l/2. NOVA-W and PEST use a different length scaling than CHEASE, ERATO or MARS: all distances are given in meters, while RB¢ = T is normalized to unity in the vacuum. Therefore, the EQ's for these codes are rescaled (in a separate program processing the CHEASE output before use in PEST or NOVA-W) according to the following rules: RNOVA-W. PEST = RmajRCHEASE,
where Rmaj is the major axis of the torus in meters. The EQ's in Table 3 are computed in subroutine OUTNVW by a method similar to the one used for the EQ's of ERATO in Section 5.4.1.
XTOR
The resistive MHD nonlinear time evolution code XTOR [ 14] uses the radial flux coordinate (12) and an equidistant poloidal angle X equal to the geometrical polar angle for the discretization. The EQ's for XTOR are computed in subroutine OUTXT. A list of these quantities is shown in Table 4 . Identical symbolic rules as in Section 5.4.3 are used for the indexation of the integer and half-integer grids. As for ERATO, PEST and NOVA-W, the scalings used in XTOR differ from the ones in CHEASE. Here, the equilibrium is first rescaled such that RB~ is unity at the magnetic axis (see Section 5.3) and second that the minor axis of the torus is unity, i.e. ~XTOR ~' A3~/tCHEASE
where A = Rmaj/a is the aspect ratio of the torus. As for PEST and NOVA-W these transformations are not executed in CHEASE.
PENN
As XTOR, the global wave propagation code PENN [16] works in flux coordinates defined by Eq. (12) in the radial direction and the poloidal angle X equal to the geometrical polar angle. PENN uses a variational formulation in terms of the EQ's,
where Q = s(7,') or X. This variational form is integrated with a 4-point Gaussian quadrature in both s and X. The EQ's (39) are required at the Gauss quadrature points and the discretization cell nodes shown in Fig. 3 . The derivatives of X are expressed as
where £ = (Z -Zmag)2 + (R -Rmag)2 and (Rmag, Zmag) are the coordinates of the magnetic axis. No particular scaling is required for the EQ's. PENN needs an equilibrium solution with continuous second derivatives, which is one order higher than what is provided by the cubic Hermite dements. Therefore, the equilibrium solution is smoothed using bicubic spline functions in subroutine SMOOTH. The bicubic spline interpolation of the bicubic Hermite solution is documented in Appendix C. All the equilibrium quantities for PENN are computed in subroutine OUTPEN.
EQDSK input/output file
The file EQDSK, which is the standard input/output file for e.g. the equilibrium code EFIT [ 17] , has the following format (all the variables in upper-case letters below are Namelist variables in CHEASE, see Section 6.3):
write(format=(a48,3i5) ) ' comments and date', i3, NRBOX, NZBOX wnte(format=(5el6.9 )) RBOXLEN, ZBOXLEN, ROEXP, RBOXLFT, zero wrlte(format=(Se16.9 )) RAXIS, ZAXIS, PSIAXIS, zero, BOEXP wnte(format=(5el6.9 )) CURRENT, PSIAXIS, zero, RAXIS, zero wrlte(format=(5el6.9 )) ZAXIS, zero, zero, zero, zero wrlte(format=(5el6.9 )) (TMKsA(i), i = I,NRBOX) wrlte(format=(5el6.9 )) (pMKsA(i), i = 1,NRBOX) wnte(format=(5el6.9 ) ) (T/'~KSA(i), i = 1,NRBOX) wnte(format=(5el6.9 ) ) t • (pMKSA(I), i= 1,NRBOX) wnte(format=(5el6.9 ) ) ( (~(Ri, Zj), i= I,NRBOX),j = 1,NZBOX) wrlte(format=(5el6.9 ) ) (q(i), i = 1,NRBOX) wrlte(format=(2i5 )) npbound, nlimiter wrlte(format=(5el6.9 )) (rbound(i), zbound(i), i = 1,npbound) wnte(format=(5el6.9 )) (rlimiter(i), zlimiter(i), i = 1, nlimiter) where i3--3, zero=0., (RAXIS, ZAXIS) is the position of the magnetic axis, CURRENT is the total plasma current, PSIAXIS=(~max -~min). The poloidal flux is given for an equidistant (R, Z) mesh, with (NRBOX -1 ) and (NZBOX-1 ) intervals and so that rmin = RBOXLFT rmax = RBOXLFT + RBOXLEN zmin = -ZBOXLEN / 2 zmax = ZBOXLEN / 2 The limiter boundary is set to this (R, Z) rectangle. The profiles T, p, TT t and p~ are given for an equidistant mesh in ~ with (NRBOX-1) intervals. All the quantities are given in MKSA. Thus the CHEASE variables are transformed using the Namelist variables ROEXP and BOEXP specified in meters and Tesla, respectively, as follows: 
Before computing an equilibrium with CHEASE by reading experimental data in an EQDSK file (see Section 6.4.1), it is of most importance to check if the experimental equilibrium was obtained assuming To = 1 or Tedge = 1 by comparing the value of ROEXP*BOEXP and To, and to prescribe the CHEASE Namelist parameter NTMF0 accordingly as described in Section 6.4.4.
Iteration over pl for the ballooning optimization and the specification of the bootstrap current
The ballooning optimization (BO) and the specification of the bootstrap current (SBC) are directed by subroutine BALLIT. These options require the mapping of the equilibrium into flux coordinates because the the stability criteria (16), (19) and (20) or the flux surface integrals (23) and (44) must be evaluated at every iteration over the pr profile (see Fig. 2 ).
For the ballooning optimization, the pressure profile is modified iteratively in subroutine PPRM according to the following algorithm: oDo for qtj,j = 1 ..... N~v: End Do Error = max (rk+l,j, for j = 1 .... N~). if Error < • exit do loop. k=k+l. End Do o Compute equilibrium with refined discretization mesh and optimized p~ profile. In order to prevent an uncontrolled excursion of the optimization when the equilibrium enters the second region of stability for ballooning modes (this usually occurs when the magnetic shear is small or negative, i.e. typically in the central region of the plasma), p' is restricted so that Ip'(~)l < allq'(~)l, (42) where A1 is a user-defined constant.
Frequently, a ballooning optimized equilibrium is unstable against MHD modes of low toroidal mode number n [27] . Therefore CHEASE contains the option of rescaling the ballooning optimized pl profile by a userdefined factor A2. This can be used to find equilibria stable against local as well as global MHD modes.
(vii)
For the SBC, the p/profile is adjusted iteratively in subroutine PPBSTR so that
, (J-B)bs(S),
where (J. B)bs is given by Eq. (23) and
The total toroidal current from bootstrap is then computed as f (J. a)bs:
Yl
The BO and the SBC are performed with the coarse equilibrium discretization mesh defined in subroutine EQDIM and a reduced set of radial surfaces Sopt (the number of flux surfaces for the ballooning optimization NPPR is usually taken as 30, but this number can be modified in the Namelist). The Gaussian quadrature for the integration of (26) or the computation of the EQ's for the stability codes uses p' at different radial locations than the Sopt grid. In a similar manner as for the I* or the Ill profiles defined in Section 2.2, these quantities are interpolated with cubic spline functions on the Sopt mesh. For both types of automatic generation pl of the pressure profile, the iteration over p~ is stopped when II -p~,ll < e.
I/0 files
An overview of all I/O files of CHEASE is shown in Fig. 4 , and their characteristics and contents are given in Table 5 . These files can be subdivided into three categories. First, the files which intervene in the equilibrium calculation itself (Namelist EQDATA, NIN, NOUT, EXPEQ, EQDSK), second the equilibrium diagnostic files (Output, NUPLO) and last the files used as input by the codes linked to CHEASE. The Namelist EQDATA is described in details in Section 6.3 and the EXPEQ files in Sections 6.4.1 and 6.4.2.
The I/O files NIN and NOUT allow the user of CHEASE to take advantage of the equilibrium scaling laws described in Section 5.3. Every quantity required for the reconstruction of the converged solution of Eq. (26) is stored into the file NOUT before the rescaling of the equilibrium. This file can be reutilized for a subsequent equilibrium calculation which only differs from the first by another scaling in Section 5.3. If NOPT ~ 0 in the Namelist, CHEASE reads an equilibrium from the file NIN, which is organized in an identical way to NOUT.
CHEASE produces the disk file EXPEQ.OUT which stores the equilibrium boundary and profile data in the same format as in EXPEQ (boundary and equilibrium profiles specified by a set of data points). However, different ways of current profile specification (TT ~, I* or 111) can be used on the two files. This makes it possible to switch between different current specifications, which is useful, e.g., when experimental equilibria are analyzed.
Directions for the users of CHEASE
Sizing the arrays
The dimensions of the arrays in CHEASE are controlled in every case by two different quantities. First, parameters are used to dimension arrays of the executable. These give upper limits for the dimensions of a run. The parameters have the syntax NPxx, where xx is a suffix which may contain one or more characters or numbers. Second, dimensioning variables are determined for every run (without recompilation) from the Namelist input. The values of these variables are checked in subroutine COTROL, and the program automatically stops if one of them is larger than its corresponding parameter. A list and the description of all the dimensioning parameters and variables is given in Table 6 . The quantities NPMGS, NPSGS and NPTGS and their corresponding variables are usually set to 4, which implies that 4 Gaussian quadrature points are used per integration interval for the computation of the variational form (26) and the flux surface integrals (6), (9), (15) , etc. Extensive use of the code has shown that this is the best choice in terms of cpu time and memory requirements. With the 6 last parameters in Table 6 , the memory requirements of the code can be reduced. The worst (resp. best) vector performance is obtained when NPPSBAL = NPPSCUB = 1 (resp. NPPSI+ 1 ). The MFLGxxx parameters are flags which control the memory requirements for the different mappings produced by the code. If the user sets one of them to 0, every array required by the corresponding mapping is sized to 1. Default values for these parameters are NPPSBAL =NPPSCUB = 10 and MFLGxxx = 1. 
Include files
Commons and statement functions are used extensively throughout CHEASE. All commons and statement functions are coded in separate files and inserted at the compilation with include statements. Therefore, a new variable can easily be added to a common by modifying the appropriate include file and the include file COMDIM.inc (where the common length are specified for the initializations in subroutine CLEAR at the beginning of every run). The include files containing statement functions are listed in Table 7 , and those containing common blocks are shown in Table 8 . Table 8 also gives the dimensions of all the commons in terms of the dimensioning parameters in Table 6 .
Namelist variables
The quantities characterizing an equilibrium can be modified in the Namelist. The Namelist statement is not standard FORTRAN, but is implemented in most computers. CHEASE reads the Namelist from input channel 5, which must have the following form: **** 4 character lines of maximum length 80 Table 9 Namelist EQDATA 
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Setting up an equilibrium
Specification of the plasma boundary
Several methods are implemented in CHEASE for the specification of the plasma boundary (5/2 (see Fig. l ) . The boundary calculation is executed in subroutine BOUND, and the different boundary definitions are selected by means of the Namelist parameter NSURF.
The first family of solutions is obtained by setting NSURF= 1. This choice leads to a class of the analytic Solovev equilibria [ 31 ] . These equilibria are characterized by In Eq. (46) K denotes the elongation, R0 the major plasma radius (which is equal to 1 per default in CHEASE), a the minor radius of the torus and q0 is the safety factor at the magnetic axis. The plasma boundary is given by
These equilibria are determined by ea = a/Ro = ASPCT, R0 = RC, K = ELONG and q0 = CQ0 which are all prescribed in the Namelist. The first test case in [ 1] is obtained with ASPCT = 1/3, ELONG = 1 and CQ0 = 3/4.
Second, the boundary can be specified by a generalized form of the INTOR formula,
Here Last, the plasma boundary is specified by a set of experimental (R, Z) coordinates if NSURF=6. If NEQDSK = 0, these data are read in file EXPEQ in the following format: read(48,998) np read(48,999) (rbound(i), zbound(i), i = 1,np) 998 format(i5) 999 format(2el8.8) The boundary information required by CHEASE is computed with cubic spline interpolations of these data in subroutines BNDSPL and BOUND. If NSURF=6 and NEQDSK= 1, the data are read in an EQDSK file as described in Section 5.4.6. 
AP (7) AP2 ( 
Specification of the pressure and current profiles
The analytic forms used to specify the current profile are functions of the normalized flux 1 -~/~min • The profiles are computed in subroutine PREMAP. The p' profile is calculated in subroutine PPRIME, and the TT', I* and III profiles in subroutine PRFUNC. If I* or 111 are specified, or the profiles are given in terms of sets of experimental data, the values of p' and/or 7T' required for the integration of the source term in Eq. (26) are obtained by cubic spline interpolations. The functional forms used for the specification of these profiles can easily be modified by the user.
Pressure profile
Three different functional forms are currently available for the definition of the p' profile.
• First, pt can be specified as a polynomial of degree NSOUR-1 by setting NPPFUN = 1, 
'(t) is linear, for t E [tl, t2], p'(t) is cubic and for t E [t2, 1], p'(t) is
quadratic. In the present version of CHEASE, p' (t) can be specified as a superposition of two such functions composed of polynomials in three sections. Table 13 shows an overview of the Namelist parameters used for the specification of the two functions.
• Third, if NPPFUN = 3, p' is given as Table 14 Definition of p' with NPPFUN=3 Definition Namelist variable
The Namelist parameters used for the definition (53) are given in Table 14 999 format( lel 8.8) If NSURF=6 (i.e. the plasma boundary is specified by a set of points), the data for the profiles must be stored after the boundary coordinates in EXPEQ. NPPF1 is the number of radial s = (1 -gt/gtmin)1/2 grid points for which the profiles are specified. These s-values are stored in FCSM and the corresponding pl values in RPPE The contents of RFUN will be described later in this Section. If NEQDSK = l, the data for p' are read in file EQDSK (see Section 5.4.6).
Current profiles
The choice of the current density specification (see Section 2.2) is controlled by means of the Namelist parameter NSTFP in subroutine ISOFUN. If NSTrP = 1, 2 or 3, je is specified in terms of TT r, I* or ILl, respectively. In the following, let F stand for TF I, 1" or Ill. Several functional forms are implemented in CHEASE for F. The choice is controlled by the Namelist parameters NFUNC and NIPR and the profiles are computed in subroutine PRFUNC. 
\Wg/ where t = 1 -gt/gtmin can be added to the previous 3 functions by setting NIPR=4. Table 15 shows an overview of the Namelist parameters used for the specification of these functionals.
• If NFUNC=3, F is given in an analogous way as Eq. (53). In that case, the F profile is specified as p' in Table 14 with the Namelist array AT instead of AP.
• Last, if NFUNC = 4, F is given by a set of experimental data, which are read from the file EXPEQ into the array RFUN with the same format as discussed for pt if NEQDSK =0, and from the file EQDSK if NEQDSK= 1 (see Section 5.4.6).
Control parameters for the ballooning optimization and the specification of the bootstrap current
The ballooning optimization (BO) is activated by setting the Namelist variable NBLOPT to 1. The initial pt profile is specified as in Section 6.4.2. CFBAL is the coefficient A1 which limits p~ according to F_,q. (42). The converged optimized equilibrium is stored into the disk file NOUT. It is emphasized here that the ballooning Table 15 Definition of F with NFUNC = 2
AT (4) AT2 (4) AT3 (4) F~(ti )
AT (5) AT2 (5) AT3 (5) F ( 1 ) AT (6) AT2 (6) AT3 (6) F'(t2)
AT (7) AT2 (7) AT3 (7) free AT (8) AT2 (8) AT3 (8) free AT (9) AT2 (9) AT3(9) free AT(10) AT2(I0) AT3 (10) tg Wg hg l 9, ii~mi n AT4(1) AT4 (2) AT4 (3) stability is affected by the equilibrium transformations in Section 5.3. However, in order to obtain an equilibrium globally stable to every MHD modes if the ballooning optimized equilibrium is not, it is possible to recompute an equilibrium with the optimized p~ profile rescaled by a factor A2 = CPRESS.
For the computation of an equilibrium with a specified bootstrap current (SBC), the Namelist parameter NBSOPT must be 1. At present, for that purpose two different methods are implemented into CHEASE. First, if NBSTRP= 1, the converged equilibrium satisfies Eq. (43) so that the bootstrap fraction (J-B)bs/(J" B), specified by Namelist parameter BSFRAC, is independent of s. Second, if NBSTRP = 2, the fraction of bootstrap current is a function C(s) which is specified in the same way as pt in Section 6.4.2, except that the Namelist arrays AFBS and AFBS2 are used for that purpose instead of AP and AP2.
Control parameters for the equilibrium transformation rules
The two equilibrium scaling rules in Section 5.3 are directed by the Namelist parameters NTMF0, NCSCAL, CURRT, CSSPEC and QSPEC.
• The T profile can be modified so that T is I either at the magnetic axis or at the plasma boundary. This is controlled by NTMF0, which must be set to 1 for To = 1 and to 0 for Tedge = I. The modification of T is applied with one of the two next transformation rules.
• The total plasma current can be specified. This is activated if NCSCAL = 2. The equilibrium is rescaled in such a manner that the total current is equal to CURRT.
• The safety factor q given by Eq. (6) is specified at a certain plasma radius, i.e. q(CSSPEC) = QSPEC. Two options are implemented at present. First, if NCSCAL= 1, CSSPEC is a radial coordinate defined by Eq. (12), and second if NCSCAL= 3, CSSPEC is a generalized radius p defined in Table 1 . ERATO and LION require To = 1 and Rmag = 1. The first condition is satisfied if NTMF0--1 and the second if the Namelist parameter NRSCAL is set to 1. For XTOR, NRSCAL must always be 0, i.e. R0 = 1, and NTMF0 = 1.
Control parameters for the mesh densification
The meshes used for the resolution of the equilibrium equation (3) or by the different codes linked to CHEASE can be densified locally (usually referred to as "packing"). These mesh-densifications are classified into two categories. First, densifications which allow the packing of the different meshes at user-defined locations. The method used for this purpose is presented in [9] , Section 6.2. Table 16 gives an overview of the different Namelist parameters involved in these mesh densifications. The first column relates our nomenclature for the control parameters to the one used in [9] . The last row shows the interval of definition used for the specification of A-EPLACE. The parameters SOLPDA-E control the fraction of the mesh points which remain undensified. The 0 and x-meshes are densified with "periodic Lorentzians" defined by
Moreover, different automatic mesh densifications are implemented in CHEASE. First, the stability-s mesh can be densified so that the generalized radius p defined in Table 1 is equidistant. This operation is executed if the Namelist parameter NDIFPS is set to 1. Second, the equilibrium 0-mesh can be densified so that the poloidal flux area is constant in every O interval by setting the Namelist parameter NDIFT to 1. If NDIFT = 2, the equilibrium 0-mesh is densified in such a manner that the arc-length is constant in every 0-interval at the plasma surface.
Last, an option exists for densifying the stability s-grid at user-selected values of the safety factor. This is particularly useful in MHD stability studies where the solution often varies rapidly at certain rational qvalues. This densification is performed if NMESHA = 2. In that case, the stability s-mesh is packed at NPOIDQ locations specified in the Namelist array QPLACE, and the s-width of every of these packings is specified in the Namelist array QWIDTH. The fraction of undensified mesh is still given by SOLPDA in that case. 
Run output, convergence test and performances
Interpretation of the run output
The test run output shows the result for an ITER like equilibrium asymmetric about the Z = 0 plane (see Fig. 1 ). The current density j~ is specified with Eq. (10), and both p and I* are parabolic functions of s = 1 -9"/9'min up to a certain radius, and vanish smoothly at the plasma surface. The run output first gives the equilibrium Namelist (EQDATA) variables used for the computation of that equilibrium. The equilibrium (o-, 0) discretization grid is printed next together with the RHOS = ps(O) plasma radii and the position of the centre of the equilibrium discretization mesh (see Eq. (5)). For every Picard iteration in Eq. (27) , the output shows the value of ~min, the position (Rmag, Zmag) of the magnetic axis and the residue (28) . Moreover, the residue given in Section 5.2.3 is printed at every iteration over the integrals (9) required for the calculation of J,t,. As mentioned earlier, the equilibrium is first computed with a coarse discretization grid (here, NS = N,~ = 24 and NT = No = 24) centred at (Rc, Zc) = (R0, RZ0) = (1,0) and second with a refined grid (30 x 30 in this example) centred at the position of the magnetic axis obtained previously.
This equilibrium is scaled so that To = 1 (NTMF0= 1) and q(s = 0.33) = 1. (NCSCAL= 1, QSPEC = 1. and CSSPEC = 0.33) by the equilibrium transformation rules in Section 5.3. After the scaling, results are given for global equilibrium quantities (see Table 1 ) and poloidal flux surface quantities (certain quantities are given at the integer st = CS stability mesh, and others at the half-integer St+l~2 = CSM mesh). The arrays MERCIER and RESISTIVE INTERCHANGE show the values of the -D1 and -DR parameters in Eqs. (19) and (20) . A negative value in these arrays means that the corresponding poloidal flux surface is unstable with respect to ideal or resistive interchange modes. This equilibrium is stable with respect to n ---, cx~ ballooning modes because all the values in the array NCBAL are 0. A nonzero value implies that the corresponding flux surface is ballooning unstable. NTURN is the number of 2zr turns in X used to the left and to the right of the ballooning angle X0 = CHI0 (see Eqs. (17) and (18)) for the integration of the ballooning integral (16) . For this equilibrium calculation, NBLC0= 1. Therefore, the ballooning stability criterion is checked only for X0 = 0.
In Ref. [ 1 ] , convergence tests are presented for a Solovev and a JET-shaped equilibrium with prescribed p~ and Tit ~. Fig. 5 shows the convergence of the magnetic axis for the asymmetric equilibrium with prescribed p~ and 1" used here as running test. Despite the additional loop over the intergrals (9) , the C)(h 3) convergence rate of the magnetic axis predicted by theory and observed for the test equilibria in Ref. [ 1 ] is preserved, and good accuracy is already obtained with a NS=NT=30 equilibrium discretization mesh (arrow in Fig. 5 ). The run test equilibrium was executed with different computers and Table 17 shows the cpu time consumption. The scalar/vector ratio on Cray C-90 is of about 8.7 (scalar run with compiler option -Wf"-o novector").
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Appendix A. Derivation of expressions involved in the flux coordinate transformation
The purpose of this appendix is to document the relations between the equilibrium coordinates and the generalized poloidal angle X. These relations are used in CHEASE for the integration of X and the nonorthogonality ~q'X"
A.I. Expression of X in terms of 0 on a constant poloidal flux surface
The line element dl along a constant poloidal flux surface is related to the variation dx of X by 
A.2. Relation between the nonorthogonality and the current density
With Eqs. (1), (2), the toroidal current density can be expressed as j~ =eg,.V x (V4~ x Vq,') 
\~-).
= I~--TI 2 -2 n---~ qt , .
Moreover, where the Ji's are defined in Eq. (22) . Therefore, the Mercier criterion for interchange stability is equivalent to Eq. (19).
B.2. Numerical evaluation of-DI
An inspection of the integrals (22) 
